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Abstract—The capacity and geographical coverage of the global
communications network continue to expand. One consequence of
this expansion is a steady growth in the overall energy consump-
tion of the network. This is the first of two papers that explore
the fundamental limits on energy consumption in optical commu-
nication systems and networks. The objective of these papers is
to provide a framework for understanding how this growth in en-
ergy consumption can be managed. This paper (Part I) focuses on
the energy consumption in optically amplified transport systems.
The accompanying paper (Part II) focuses on energy consump-
tion in networks. A key focus of both papers is an analysis of the
lower bound on energy consumption. This lower bound gives an
indication of the best possible energy efficiency that could ever be
achieved. The lower bound on energy in transport systems is lim-
ited by the energy consumption in optical amplifiers, and in optical
transmitters and receivers. The performance of an optical trans-
port system is ultimately set by the Shannon bound on receiver
sensitivity, and depends on factors such as the modulation format,
fiber losses, system length, and the spontaneous noise in optical
amplifiers. Collectively, these set a lower bound on the number
of amplifiers required, and hence, the amplifier energy consump-
tion. It is possible to minimize the total energy consumption of an
optically amplified system by locating repeaters strategically. The
lower bound on energy consumption in optical transmitters and
receivers is limited by device and circuit factors. In commercial
optical transport systems, the energy consumption is at least two
orders of magnitude larger than the ideal lower bounds described
here. The difference between the ideal lower bounds and the actual
energy consumption in commercial systems is due to inefficien-
cies and energy overheads. A key strategy in reducing the energy
consumption of optical transport systems will be to reduce these
inefficiencies and overheads.

Index Terms—Energy consumption, energy efficiency, opti-
cal amplifiers, optical fiber transport, optical receivers, optical
transmitters.

I. INTRODUCTION

COMMUNICATIONS technologies have produced enor-
mous societal change during the 160-year period, since

the first telegraph systems were installed in the 1840s. Over
this period, communications technology has moved from being
a luxury that few could afford, to an indispensible element of
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everyday life for many people. This transformation has been
brought about by two key factors: an enormous increase in sys-
tem capacity and a dramatic reduction in the real cost of com-
munications technologies. The transmission capacity of com-
munication links has increased from a few bits per second, in
the early days of telegraph systems, to many terabits per sec-
ond today—an increase in data rate of more than 12 orders of
magnitude. Sustained improvements in electronic technologies,
and especially in recent years, advances in silicon IC technolo-
gies and optoelectronic device technologies, together with the
economies of mass production, have brought cutting-edge tech-
nology within the reach of everyone.

Many papers in the literature, and indeed in the pages of this
journal, have described technological advances that have led to
lower cost and higher capacity communications. This paper and
the accompanying paper [1] discusses a third key consideration:
energy consumption in optical systems and networks. “Green”
communications is not a new topic—energy consumption has
always been an important consideration in communications sys-
tem design. In fact, it is arguable that much of the improvement
in communications system capacity over the past 160 years
would not have been possible without dramatic improvements
in energy efficiency of transmission technology. However, to-
day, in the early 21st century, the issue of energy consumption
in information technology and communications systems takes
on increased importance [2] due to the growing realization that
we live in an energy-constrained world. As shown in [3] and [4],
the global Internet consumes a small, but growing proportion of
the planet’s electricity supply.

The objective of this paper is to explore the fundamental limits
on energy consumption in optical transport systems. The basis
of the analysis is a simple, but powerful metric: the energy con-
sumption per bit of data transported. We show in this paper how
this metric can assist in developing and comparing strategies
for the design of more energy-efficient transport systems. In the
accompanying paper (Part II) [1], we show how this metric for
energy consumption enables a broad picture, to be established,
of the energy consumption in optical communications networks.

This paper examines the lower bound on energy consump-
tion in optically amplified fiber transmission systems. This
lower bound on energy is limited by energy consumption in
optical amplifiers and in the optical transmitters and receivers.
The performance of an optical transport system is ultimately
set by the Shannon bound on receiver sensitivity, and de-
pends on factors, such as the modulation format, fiber losses,
system length, and the spontaneous noise inherent in opti-
cal amplifiers. Collectively, these set a lower bound on the
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number of amplifiers required, and hence, the amplifier energy
consumption.

In determining the lower bound on energy consumption in
transport systems, it is necessary to consider the energy of the
optical transmitters and receivers used in the end terminals and
in intermediate repeaters. We show that it is possible to minimize
the total energy consumption of an optically amplified system
that incorporates appropriately located repeaters by optimizing
the spacing between the repeaters.

It is also necessary to consider the influence of the modula-
tion format on the energy consumption. Advanced modulation
formats with high-spectral efficiency are an effective way to
maximize the capacity of a single fiber. However, at the ideal
lower bound of energy consumption, advance modulation for-
mats, such as quadratic-amplitude modulation (QAM) are less
energy efficient than simple modulation formats, such as on–off
keying (OOK).

There is no easily defined absolute lower bound on the energy
consumption of optical transmitters and receivers. However, our
analysis provides an indication of the minimum achievable en-
ergy consumption in typical optical transmitter and receiver
circuits. We show that the difference between the ideal lower
bounds described in this paper and the actual energy consump-
tion in commercial systems can be accounted for in terms of
device and circuit inefficiencies, and energy overheads. We ar-
gue that a key strategy in reducing the energy consumption of
optical transport systems will be to reduce these inefficiencies
and overheads.

The paper is organized as follows. Section II provides an
historical perspective on the energy consumption of communi-
cations systems. Section III analyzes the lower bound on energy
consumption in optical transport, with a focus on optically am-
plified transmission systems. Section IV covers the lower bound
on energy consumption of optical transmitters and receivers and
in Section V we examine how the differences between the ideal
lower bounds obtained in Sections III and IV and real-world de-
vices are due to energy inefficiencies and overheads. In Section
IV, we consider the influence of modulation format on energy
consumption. In Part II [1], we extend the analysis to include
the lower bounds on energy consumption in optical networks.

II. HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE

The energy efficiency of long-haul wireline systems has im-
proved greatly over time. Fig. 1 shows the historical evolution
of energy per bit in transoceanic communications systems. For
convenience, the energy per bit in Fig. 1 is normalized to a
transmission distance of 1000 km. Note that some transoceanic
systems operate over longer distances than this. The first trans-
Atlantic telegraph system became operational late in the 1850s.
It had no repeaters, and its transmission capacity was limited
by the capacitance of the transmission line. The energy per bit
in this system was essentially the energy expended in charging
and discharging this capacitance.

The early trans-Atlantic wireless systems were initially very
energy hungry, but by the 1930s, the energy per bit in telegraph
and wireless systems were similar, at around 0.1 J/b/1000 km.
The early undersea coaxial systems (e.g., TAT1–TAT5) saw fur-

Fig. 1. Energy per bit per 1000 km of transmission distance for various transat-
lantic transmission systems.

TABLE I
REPRESENTATIVE ENERGY CONSUMPTION PER BIT IN 2010-ERA 1000-km

COMMERCIAL TRANSPORT SYSTEM (40 × 40 Gb/S)

ther reductions in energy per bit, and this trend continued with
first-generation optical systems, using optoelectronic repeaters.

Second-generation optical systems using optical amplifiers
have enabled the energy per bit to be reduced to approximately
10 nJ/b/1000-km. Over the period 1960 to 2010, Fig. 1 shows
that the energy efficiency of transoceanic systems has been
falling exponentially, with a rate of improvement of around
20% per annum, as shown by the trend line (broken line). For
comparison, Han [5] presents the power consumption and ca-
pacity of terrestrial optical transport platforms over the period
1990–2008, which suggests that the energy efficiency of these
systems has been improving at a rate of about 15% per annum.

Fig. 1 includes a data point for a representative 1000-km un-
repeatered terrestrial system using 2010 generation technology
based on typical data from a number of equipment manufac-
turers, e.g., [6] and [7]. To determine the energy per bit in this
system, the total power consumption of each item of equipment
is divided by the number of wavelengths (40) and by the bit
rate (40 Gb/s). The total energy consumption of this system is
1.1 nJ/b. Table I gives a break down of the contributions to this
energy, showing that the energy consumption is in the optical
amplifiers is about the same as in the transmitter/receiver pair.
For systems with reach other than 1000 km, the balance between
amplifiers and the transmitter/receiver pair would be different.

III. ENERGY CONSUMPTION IN OPTICAL TRANSPORT

A. System Energy Model

Continuous improvements in lightwave transmission technol-
ogy have led to ever-increasing transmission capacities in optical
fiber. Some of the key technology challenges and fundamental
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Fig. 2. WDM transmission system of length Lsystem . (a) Overall schematic
of system, comprising n identical optically amplified links, each of length L.
(b) Schematic of optically amplified link, comprising an optical transmitter, m
identical stages of optical gain, and an optical receiver. Each stage has length
Lstage .

limitations on fiber capacity are summarized in [8] and [9]. In
this section, we focus on another limitation on fiber transmis-
sion system capacity—the energy consumption. To quantify the
energy consumption we use the energy per bit of data, or simply
the energy per bit. This is a fundamental measure of energy
efficiency in digital communications systems [3]. It is some-
times expressed in units of power per bit rate (e.g., W/b/s or
W/Gb/s [10]).

The objective of Section III is to present a picture of the key
contributors to energy consumption in optical transport and to
identify the lower limits. It is well known that optical transport
accounts for only a small part of the total energy consumption
of the Internet [3], [4]. However, as the capacity of the network
increases, there is a growing need to understand how to manage
energy consumption in transport as part of a holistic approach
to managing energy consumption in the network. The analysis
in this section provides a framework for understanding the the-
oretical bounds on the energy consumption of optical transport.

Our analysis is based on the model shown in Fig. 2(a) of a
multilink wavelength-division multiplexing (WDM) transmis-
sion system. The transmission system comprises n identical
optically amplified links. Each link has length L and the over-
all length of the system is nL. A WDM transmitter/receiver
(TX/RX) pair at the interface between each link provides re-
generated signals at each wavelength for injection in the next
link of the system. Fig. 2(b) shows a schematic of one of the n
identical optical-amplified links of system in Fig. 2(a). The link
is terminated with a WDM optical transmitter at the input and
a WDM optical receiver at the output. The transmitter, receiver,
and amplifiers support k wavelengths. Each link [see Fig. 2(b)]
comprises m identical stages, each of length (i.e., amplifier
spacing) Lstage . The total length of each link is L = mLstage .

Each stage in Fig. 2(b) is modeled by a fiber attenuation
block with a power loss of D = eαL s t a g e , where α is the power

attenuation per unit length of the fiber, and an amplifier gain
block with power gain G, which is equal to the loss per stage
(i.e., G = D). There are (m – 1) line amplifiers and one amplifier
preceding the receiver, giving a total of m amplifiers. The link
has an optical bandwidth Bo . Each amplifier contains optical
filters [not shown in Fig. 2(b)] that match the optical bandwidth
of the link to the optical spectrum of the optical transmitter.
For simplicity, we assume that the optical gain G is the same at
all signal wavelengths and that the optical signal power is the
same at all wavelengths. Note that the analysis here focuses on
fundamental limitations on energy consumption. For this reason,
the model in Fig. 2 does not include system impairments due to
dispersion and other nonideal behavior of the transport medium.
Different fiber types introduce different levels of dispersion.
This dispersion requires compensation and possibly introduces
a need for additional amplification. Although important, this
falls outside the province of this calculation of the lower bound.

The total power Ptot consumed by the transmission link in
Fig. 2(b) is given by

Ptot = mPA + PTX/RX (1)

where PA is the supply power to each amplifier, PTX/RX =
PTX + PRX is the supply power to each WDM transmit-
ter/receiver pair, and PTX and PRX are the transmitter and
receiver supply powers, as shown in Fig. 2. At each wave-
length, the signal input power and output power at the input
and output of each amplifier are Pin and P1 , respectively, as
shown in Fig. 2(b). The signal input power at each wavelength
can be written as Pin = P1e

−αL s t a g e The well-known power
conversion equation for the k WDM channels can be written
as k(P1 − Pin) = ηPCEPP , where ηPCE is the amplifier power
conversion efficiency and PP is the amplifier pump power [11].

The maximum achievable power conversion efficiency is
ηPCE = λp/λs , where λp is the pump wavelength and λs is the
signal wavelength [11]. The pump power PP is related to the to-
tal amplifier supply power PA via the expression PP = ηE PA ,
where ηE is the power conversion efficiency of the amplifier
control and management circuitry, including the temperature
controllers and the pump laser. Combining these equations, we
obtain P1 = Pin + ηEPCEPA/k, where ηEPCE = ηE ηPCE is
the overall electrical power conversion efficiency of the am-
plifier [11].

B. Lower Bound on Energy Consumption of Optically
Amplified Transport

We now focus on determining the lower limit or lower bound
on transport energy using the power consumption model of the
optically amplified transmission link presented in Section III-A
earlier. We will show later how this lower bound on energy
consumption provides a useful benchmark for comparing energy
in different transmission systems.

At each wavelength, the optical SNR (OSNR) of the output
of stage m in each optically amplified link is given by [11]

OSNR =
P1

2nsp m(eαL s t a g e − 1)hν Bo
(2)
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where P1 is the average signal power at the output of the trans-
mitter and each of the amplifiers, nsp is the spontaneous emis-
sion factor of each of the amplifiers, h is Plank’s constant, and
ν is the optical frequency.

It is convenient to express (2) in terms of the SNR per
bit, which is the ratio of signal energy to noise energy inte-
grated over one bit period. The SNR per bit SNRbit is given
by SNRbit = 2τbit Bo OSNR, where τbit is the bit period [12].
Thus, the energy per bit of the optical signal at the output of the
mth amplifier is given by

E1 = P1 τbit = SNRbit nspm(eαL s t a g e − 1)h ν . (3)

Combining (1) and (3), the total energy per bit per wavelength
consumed by all active devices in the optically amplified link is
Ebit = Ptotτbit/k as follows:

Ebit = EAMP + ETX/RX (4)

where

EAMP =
mPAτbit

k

=
SNRbit nspm2(eαL s t a g e − 1)(1 − e−αL s t a g e )h ν

ηEPCE
(5)

is the total energy per bit per wavelength in the amplifiers and
ETX/RX = PTX/RXτbit/k is the energy per bit per wavelength
in the transmitter/receiver pair. In Section IV, we carry out a
detailed analysis of the ETX/RX term in (4). But before consid-
ering the ETX/RX term, we will explore the lower limits on the
EAMP term in (4).

In order to determine the theoretical lower limit on the ampli-
fier energy per bit EAMP , we set the power conversion efficiency
ηPCE to its theoretical maximum value of ∼1.0 for an erbium-
doped fiber amplifier (EDFA) with a pump wavelength near
1480 nm, and signal wavelengths around 1550 nm. In addition,
we set ηE = 1.0, the spontaneous emission factors nsp of the
amplifiers to unity, and assume zero coupling loss at the input
and output of the amplifier. Note that these parameters are for
an ideal amplifier and practical EDFA’s fall short of this by a
few decibel (dB). Thus, for ideal amplifiers (5) reduces to

EAMP-min � SNRbit m2(eαL s t a g e − 1)(1 − e−αL s t a g e )h ν
(6)

where EAMP-min is the theoretical lower limit on EAMP .
Fig. 3 is a plot of EAMP-min as a function of the amplifier

spacing Lstage for a total transmission distance L = 2000 km
and with a fiber loss of 0.2 dB/km, and a wavelength of 1.55 μm.
The data are presented for OOK and differential binary phase-
shift keying (DBPSK) with a bit error rate (BER) of 10−9 .
For this error rate, the required SNR per bit is 16.1 dB for
OOK and 13.4 dB for DBPSK [12]. Not surprisingly, the
well-known ∼3-dB system sensitivity advantage of DBPSK
over OOK [12], as indicated by these SNRbit values, trans-
lates into DBPSK achieving a lower bound on total system en-
ergy per bit. An even more energy-efficient modulation format
is eight-level dual-polarization quaternary phase-shift keying
(DP-QPSK) [13]. This modulation format gives a 1-dB im-
provement over DBPSK.

Fig. 3. Minimum total amplifier energy per bit for 2000-km optically-
amplified system as a function of amplifier spacing. The fiber loss is 0.2 dB/km
and the SNR per bit is 16.1 dB for OOK and 13.4 dB for DBPSK.

Fig. 4. Spectral efficiency versus SNRbit , showing Shannon bound.

Fig. 4 shows the spectral efficiency (SE) in bits per second per
hertz as a function of SNRbit . The solid line is the well-known
Shannon bound [14], given by

SE = log2(1 + SE · SNRbit). (7)

Note that (7) is in a form that some readers may not be familiar
with. For a derivation of (7), the reader is referred to [14] or [9].
Equation (7) assumes sinc function signaling pulses and zero
guard bands [9].

Also shown in Fig. 4 are the locations of points representing
the OOK and BPSK data shown in Fig. 3. The horizontal broken
line in Fig. 4 represents a spectral efficiency of 1 b/s/Hz. At this
spectral efficiency, the Shannon bound is SNRbit = 0 dB. Fig. 3
shows EAMP-min (broken line) at the Shannon bound for this
spectral efficiency.

In principle, the receiver sensitivity can be improved by for-
ward error correction (FEC) using methods, such as turbocoding
or low-density parity-check coding [15]. Coding gains in excess
of 10 dB and receiver performances very close to the Shannon
bound have been demonstrated using a variety of coding tech-
niques [15], [16]. While FEC can improve receiver sensitivity,
and therefore, improve the energy efficiency of transport, FEC
itself consumes energy [17], and this energy cost needs to be
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Fig. 5. Minimum amplifier energy per bit for optically amplified system with
OOK and amplifier spacing of 50 and 100 km, and with distributed amplifi-
cation. Also shown is the minimum amplifier energy per bit per kilometer of
transmission distance for distributed amplification. The energy per bit per kilo-
meter for lumped amplifiers has the same slope as this curve, but the absolute
values increase with amplifier spacing. The fiber attenuation is 0.2 dB/km.

traded off against the reduction in transport energy efficiency
that results from its use.

To obtain a feel for the energy tradeoff involved in coding,
consider the 2000-km system in Fig. 3, with an amplifier spac-
ing of 100 km. In this system, the minimum amplifier energy per
bit for BPSK without decoding is about 100 fJ larger than the
minimum amplifier energy for operation at the Shannon bound.
Therefore, if the energy per bit required for coding and decoding
is more than 100 fJ, there would be no energy advantage in using
this coding and decoding. In Part II [1], we show that the energy
consumption per transistor logic level transition in a 2009-era
45-nm CMOS IC (including intrachip interconnects) is about
3 fJ. Therefore, coding and decoding would need to use fewer
than 35 transistor logic level transitions per bit, if an energy
benefit is to be obtained. FEC is computationally intensive [17],
and requires considerably more than 70 logic level transitions
per bit. Current commercial FEC chips (see, for example, [18]),
operating at 40 Gb/s consume around 250 pJ/b. However, fu-
ture generations of CMOS technology may eventually provide
energy-efficient FEC in the context of this analysis. Note that
FEC is effective in reducing the impact of degradations in system
performance due to dispersion and other system impairments.
A comparison of the energy efficiency of FEC compared with
the energy efficiency of other methods for reducing the impact
of impairments is beyond the scope of this paper.

Fig. 5 shows EAMP-min as a function of the total transmis-
sion distance, for OOK systems with amplifier spacing of 50 and
100 km. As before, the SNR per bit at the receiver is 16.1 dB.
For a 1000-km link, the transport energy EAMP-min with a
100-km amplifier spacing is about 0.2 pJ/b, and for a 10 000-km
system, it is 5 pJ/b.

So far, we have considered amplified links using lumped
amplifiers. However, the smallest energy per bit is achieved
with zero amplifier spacing (i.e., with distributed amplifica-
tion) [19]. Putting Lstage = L/m → 0 in (5), we obtain the min-

imum amplifier energy EAMP-dist for a system with distributed
amplification

EAMP-dist = SNRbit (αL)2h ν. (8)

From (8), EAMP-dist for the 2000-km link in Fig. 3 is 44 fJ/b
for OOK and 24 fJ/b for DBPSK, and 4.4 fJ/b at the Shannon
bound for a spectral efficiency of SE = 1 b/s/Hz.

Fig. 5 shows the minimum amplifier energy per bit EAMP-dist
for a system using distributed amplification and also the min-
imum amplifier per bit per kilometer of transmission distance
for distributed amplification. Note that the amplifier energy per
bit decreases as the amplifier spacing is decreased and reaches a
minimum for distributed amplification. This can also be seen in
Fig. 3, where the curves for EAMP-min asymptote to EAMP-dist
as the amplifier spacing approaches zero. The reason why the
energy is minimum for distributed amplification is that amplified
spontaneous emission (ASE) noise builds up less rapidly with
distance in systems with shorter repeater spans. The minimum
rate of build up of noise occurs with distributed amplification.

Commercial amplifiers consume much more energy than the
lower bound. The intrinsic power conversion efficiency ηPCE for
980-nm pumps is ∼63%, and for 1480-nm pumps, it is ∼95%.
Including coupling and other losses, the actual ηPCE of commer-
cial devices is typically in the range of 40% and the electrical
power conversion efficiency ηEPCE of commercial amplifiers
is typically around 1% [11]. Therefore, practical systems us-
ing today’s technology typically consume at least two orders of
magnitude more power than the lower bound.

C. Optimum Repeater Spacing

Equation (5) shows that for a fixed stage length Lstage , the
amplifier energy in an optically amplified system increases as
square of the number of stages m of amplification. This square
law increase in energy consumption is associated with a build
up of ASE as the number of stages increases. Optoelectronic
transmitter/receiver pairs (i.e., repeaters) placed strategically
along the transmission path can control this build up of ASE, and
thereby, control the square law increase in energy consumption.
In this context, a key question is: for a fixed overall system
length Lsystem and for a given amplifier spacing Lstage (usually
determined in advance by the location of equipment huts in the
field), what is the optimum spacing of optoelectronic repeaters
in these equipment huts to minimize the lower bound on energy
consumption in the optically amplified system in Fig. 2(a)? In
other words, what is the optimum number of links n in Fig. 2(a)
or equivalently, the optimum number of amplifiers per stage
in Fig. 2(b)? A second key question is: what is the minimum
energy consumption per bit per unit transmission distance when
n is optimized?

To answer these questions, we need to consider the end-to-
end energy per bit (per wavelength) Ebit,system in the trans-
port system in Fig. 2(a). This energy is converted to en-
ergy per bit per unit transmission distance by dividing by
the total transmission distance Lsystem . Because Ebit,system =
nEbit and Lsystem = nL, it follows that the total system en-
ergy per bit per unit transmission distance can be written as
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Ebit,system/Lsystem = Ebit/L, and the problem can be solved
by focusing on the quantity Ebit/L. For fixed amplifier spacing
Lstage = L/m, the total system energy per bit per unit trans-
mission distance is as follows:

Ebit

L
=

EAMP

mLstage
+

ETX/RX

mLstage
. (9)

Note that all energies in (9) are energies per bit per wave-
length. By substituting (5) in (9), differentiating with respect
to m, and setting the derivative to zero, it is easy to show that
the optimum repeater spacing Lopt for minimum overall energy
consumption per bit is achieved when

EAMP = ETX/RX (10)

i.e.,

moptPA = PTX/RX (11)

where mopt is the optimum value of m. Equation (11) shows
that the overall energy consumption per bit per unit transmission
distance is optimized (i.e., minimum), when the repeater spacing
is selected so that the total energy (or power) consumed by all of
the amplifiers in each link is the same as the energy (or power)
consumed by the transmitter and receiver for this link. If the
repeater spacing is larger than this optimum value, the total
energy consumed by the amplifiers exceeds the total energy in
the transmitter and receiver. Conversely, if the repeater spacing
is less than the optimum value, the total energy consumed by
the amplifiers is less than the total energy in the transmitter and
receiver.

The optimum value of m for minimum overall energy con-
sumption per bit per unit transmission distance is given by

mopt =

√
ETX/RXηEPCE

SNRbit nsp(eαL s t a g e − 1)(1 − e−αL s t a g e )h ν
.

(12)
Substituting (12) and (5) in (9), we obtain (Ebit/L)opt,L the

optimum (i.e., minimum) energy per bit per wavelength per unit
transmission distance for a system with lumped amplification
and when the repeater spacing is optimized to minimize Ebit/L(

Ebit

L

)
opt,L

=
2
√

SNRbit nsp(eαL s t a g e − 1)(1 − e−αL s t a g e )h νETX/RX

Lstage
√

ηEPCE
.

(13)

For distributed amplification, the optimum energy per bit per
wavelength per unit transmission distance is (Ebit/L)opt,D , and
for distributed amplification (13) becomes(

Ebit

L

)
opt,D

= 2α

√
SNRbit nsph νETX/RX

ηEPCE
. (14)

Fig. 6(a) shows the optimum repeater spacing moptLstage , ob-
tained from (12), and the energy per bit per kilometer, obtained
from (13), against amplifier spacing Lstage for two representa-
tive scenarios. The broken curves apply to typical state-of-the-

Fig. 6. (a) Optimum repeater spacing moptLstage and optimum energy per
bit per kilometer against amplifier spacing Lstage . (b) Optimum number of
amplified stages mopt against amplifier spacing Lstage . (c) Optimum energy
per bit per kilometer for distributed amplification. In all examples, nsp = 1.0,
SNRbit = 16.1 dB, and α = 0.2 dB/km.

art 2010-era technologies, with an amplifier electrical power
conversion efficiency ηEPCE of 1% and a transmitter/receiver
energy per bit ETX/RX of 30 pJ/b (see Section IV for a de-
tailed analysis of transmitter and receiver energy consumption).
The solid curves apply to an ideal future system with ηEPCE =
100% and ETX/RX = 1 pJ/b. In both examples, we have as-
sumed ideal amplifiers with nsp = 1.0. Fig. 6(b) shows the op-
timum number of stages mopt . In Fig. 6, the fiber attenuation is
0.2 dB/km.
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The optimum repeater spacing in Fig. 6(a) is maximum and
the optimum energy per bit per kilometer is minimum when the
amplifier spacing Lstage is zero. This corresponds to a system
with distributed amplification. The optimum receiver spacing is
around 5200 and 9500 km in a distributed amplified system for
the 2010-era technologies and the ideal future system, respec-
tively, and drops to 2400 km and 4400 with lumped amplifiers
when the spacing between amplifiers is 100 km. The energy per
bit per kilometer for the 2010-era system increases from 3.7
fJ/b/km for distributed amplification to 7.9 fJ/b/km with Lstage
= 100 km and increases from 0.2 to 0.5 fJ/b/km for the ideal
future system over the same range of values of Lstage .

Fig. 6(c) shows the optimum energy per bit per kilometer for
a distributed amplifier from (14) as a function of the transmitter
and receiver energy per bit ETX/RX for ETX/RX in the range
of 0.1–100 pJ. In this region, the energy per bit per kilometer is
in the range 0.1–2 fJ/b/km.

D. Summary of Section III

For clarity, we summarize here the key conclusion from
Section III.

1) The total energy per bit per wavelength is the sum of
the energies in the amplifiers and the transmitters and
receivers in the system.

2) The energy per bit in a chain of amplifiers is given by (5).
3) The optimum energy per bit in an amplified transport sys-

tem with optimum spacing of intermediate repeaters is
given by (13) and (14).

4) The optimum spacing of repeaters moptLstage is obtained
from (12) or Fig. 6.

5) If the repeater spacing is significantly less than moptLstage
or if the total system length is less than moptLstage , then
the total energy consumption per bit in the system is dom-
inated by the transmitters and receivers (and repeaters if
they are used).

6) If the repeater spacing is significantly larger than
moptLstage or if a repeaterless system has a total length
larger than moptLstage , then the total energy consumption
per bit is dominated by the amplifiers.

Finally, it is important to stress that the data presented in
Section III are lower bounds derived from an ideal system model.
Today’s commercial systems (see Table I) consume more energy
than these data suggest. Important reasons for the differences
between these ideal energy consumption figures and the energy
consumption in commercial systems are discussed in Section V.

IV. ENERGY CONSUMPTION IN OPTICAL

TRANSMITTERS AND RECEIVERS

We now consider the energy consumption in optical trans-
mitters and receivers. Fig. 7 shows the key elements of three
common types of optical transmitter. The transmitter in Fig. 7(a)
uses a directly modulated laser and the transmitters in Fig. 7(b)
and (c) use externally modulated lasers. All of the transmitters
in Fig. 7 employ a high-speed driver or drivers and a multiplexer
(MUX) that combines a number of lower bit rate signals into
one high-bit-rate stream.

Fig. 7. Three common optical transmitters. (a) Directly modulated laser.
(b) Externally modulated laser using EA modulator. (c) Externally modulated
laser using E-O modulator.

A. Directly Modulated Transmitters

Because of the deleterious consequences of chirp, directly
modulated lasers are generally more suitable for applications in
low-bit-rate systems and interconnects [20] rather than in long-
reach telecommunications. However, as shown in the follow-
ing paragraphs, directly modulated lasers are potentially more
energy-efficient than externally modulated transmitters. We in-
clude directly modulated lasers here as a comparison point for
externally modulated lasers.

As shown in Fig. 7(a), the laser bias current and the drive
signal for the directly modulated laser are combined in a bias
tee (which comprises a dc blocking capacitor and an inductor).
The power consumption of the MUX in Fig. 7(a) is PMUX and
the power consumption of the driver is Pdriver . Because the
laser voltage is approximately constant, the average power con-
sumption of the laser is approximately V̄laser Īlaser , where V̄laser
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Fig. 8. Modulator structures. (a) Lumped modulator fed by low-impedance
source. (b) Lumped modulator fed via transmission line. (c) Traveling-wave
modulator.

and Īlaser are the average laser voltage and current, respectively.
Therefore, the total power consumption Pdirect of the directly
modulated transmitter in Fig. 7(a) is as follows:

Pdirect = PMUX + Pdriver + V̄laser Īlaser . (15)

B. Electroabsorption Modulators

The externally modulated transmitter in Fig. 7(b) employs an
electroabsorption (EA) device that is driven with an instanta-
neous voltage of Vmod . The EA modulator has an excess optical
loss Lmod . The input impedance of the modulator, as seen by
the driver is Z. The details of this impedance depend on the
type of modulator, and affect the design of the driver and the
interface between the driver and the modulator. As shown in
the following paragraphs, these impedance matching consider-
ations can influence the energy consumption of the modulator
and the modulation speed.

Two common types of EA modulator are illustrated in Fig. 8.
Fig. 8(a) and (b) show lumped modulators and Fig. 8(c) shows a
traveling-wave modulator. In lumped devices, the length of the
active region is relatively short (typically around 100 μm) [21].
The impedance of the modulator Zmod , as seen by the driver
can be modeled as a capacitance Cmod , as shown in Fig. 7(b).

Included in Fig. 8 is a simple circuit model of the driver.
If the modulator is driven by a low-impedance driver circuit
[modeled as an ideal voltage source in Fig. 8(a)], the modulator
can, in principle, operate at high speed because the very low
resistance R of the ideal voltage source ensures a small RCmod
product. However, to achieve this, it is necessary to locate the
output stage of the low-impedance driver physically very close
to the modulator. A wire of any significant length connecting the

two devices will introduce inductance and capacitance that can
seriously degrade performance. This can become an issue if the
driver and modulator are fabricated on separate chips and the
structure of the chips forces a significant physical separation.

One approach for solving the physical separation problem
is to interconnect the modulator to the driver using a matched
transmission line, as shown in Fig. 8(b). The transmission line
has characteristic impedance Z0 , which is typically 50 Ω. The
driver has an internal source resistance RS , which matches Z0 ,
and the modulator is shunted with a load resistance RL , which is
also equal to Z0 . Provided that the modulator capacitance Cmod
is sufficiently small, the load termination on the transmission
line is dominated by the resistance RL . By matching the source
and termination to the transmission line in this way, reflections
are minimized and the frequency response of the device is opti-
mized. Note that the impedance seen by the modulator is RL in
shunt with Z0 , i.e., Z0/2. The RC product at the modulator is,
therefore, CmodZ0/2.

The input impedance Zmod to the transmission line, as seen by
the driver is Z0 . As shown in Fig. 8(b), the Thévenin equivalent
source voltage needed to drive the modulator is 2Vmod . As a
consequence of this increased voltage and the energy dissipation
in the load resistor RL in Fig. 8(b), the circuit in Fig. 8(b) is
inherently less energy efficient than Fig. 8(a). A compromise
solution is to omit the load resistor RL . This results in reduced
energy dissipation, but electrical reflections are increased and
the RC product is increased by a factor of two.

Fig. 8(c) shows a schematic of a traveling-wave modula-
tor [22], [23], incorporating an electrical transmission line of
characteristic impedance Z0 , which is also typically 50 Ω. The
matched driver in Fig. 8(c) is identical to Fig. 8(b). Because of
their greater length, traveling-wave EA modulators tend to have
lower switching voltages than lumped devices. Like Fig. 8(b)
and (c) is generally less energy efficient than Fig. 8(a). How-
ever, if the switching voltage is sufficiently small in a distributed
modulator, this can offset the energy impact of the load resistor.

The model of the electrical port of the EA modulator in
Fig. 7(b) includes a current generator in shunt with the mod-
ulator input impedance Zmod . This current generator has in-
stantaneous amplitude Imod , as shown in Fig. 7(b). This current
generator models the current associated with photocarriers that
are extracted from the active region of the device.

We assume ideal driver amplifiers that deliver all of the driver
supply power Pdriver in Fig. 7 to the ideal voltage source in the
driver models in Fig. 8. This assumption is good for distributed
amplifiers [24], but is less accurate in lumped amplifiers. Un-
der this ideal assumption, the total power consumption of the
externally modulated transmitter is as follows:

Pexternal =PMUX +Pdriver + V laserI laser +LmodPCW (16)

where

Pdriver = VmodImod +
1
2
Cmod

(
V p−p

mod

)2
Br (17a)

Pdriver = VmodImod + 2V̂ 2
mod/Z0 . (17b)

Note that the form of (17) depends on the circuit configura-
tion of the modulator. Equation (17a) applies to Fig. 8(a) and
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(17b) applies to Fig. 8(b) and (c). In (17), we have assumed
a binary (i.e., two-level) digital drive voltage Vmod . In Section
VI, we will generalize these results to include multilevel drive
signals. Note that an ideal driver amplifier with a matched 50-
Ω output resistance has an ideal power conversion efficiency
ηdriver of 50%. This is because half of the supply power P driver
is dissipated in the internal resistance Rs [see Fig. 8(b) and(c)].
On the other hand, an ideal low-impedance driver has an ideal
power conversion efficiency ηdriver of 100% because there are
no losses internal to the amplifier.

In (17), V p−p
mod is the peak-to-peak swing of the modula-

tion voltage, V̂mod is the rms modulation voltage, PCW is the
laser continuous wave (CW) output power, Br is the mod-
ulation bit rate, and VmodImod is the average power associ-
ated with the photocurrent Imod . In essence, VmodImod is the
power required to extract photocarriers from the modulator. The
1/2Cmod

(
V p−p

mod

)2
term in (17) represents the energy required

to charge the lumped modulator capacitance Cmod per signal
level transition and the 2 V̂ 2

mod /Z0 term represents the power
dissipated in the source and load resistances RS and RL in
Fig. 8(b) and (c). Strictly speaking, (17b) should also include a
1/2Cmod

(
V p−p

mod

)2
Br term, when applied to Fig. 8(b). However,

if the Z0Cmod product is less than about unity, the 2 V̂ 2
mod /Z0

term dominates. On average, there is one transition per bit in
return-to-zero data and less than one transition per bit on non-
return to zero (NRZ) data. Therefore, the second term on the
right-hand side (RHS) of (17) slightly overestimates the power
consumption for NRZ data.

C. Electrooptic Modulators

Fig. 7(c) shows a high-speed externally modulated transmitter
using a modulator based on an induced phase shift in an opti-
cal waveguide based on the electrooptic (E-O) effect [25]. These
modulators include devices using E-O materials, such as lithium
niobate and silicon p-n junctions [26] operating in the depletion
mode. In general, E-O modulators incorporate multiple electri-
cal drive ports. Fig. 7(c) shows an example with two drive ports.
This is typical of a NRZ DPSK transmitter. However, for more
advanced modulation formats, such as RZ DPQSK, modulator
structures with as many as six 50-Ω electrical drive ports are
required.

High-speed E-O modulators are typically traveling-wave de-
vices with internal resistive terminations, as shown in Fig. 8(c)
[27]. However, recent work on microring-based silicon modu-
lators [28] has opened up the possibility of high-speed lumped
E-O modulation. As with traveling-wave EA modulators, the
resistive termination in traveling-wave E-O devices is typically
50 Ω. The transmission line in Fig. 8(c) is shown as having paral-
lel strip conductors for simplicity, but coplanar waveguide trans-
mission lines are often used in planar E-O devices. The power
consumption Pexternal of the externally-modulated transmitter
in Fig. 8(c) is as follows:

Pexternal = PMUX + rPdriver + V laserI laser + LmodPCW
(18)

TABLE II
ENERGY CONSUMPTION IN OPTICAL TRANSMITTERS

where r is the number of electrical drive ports and

Pdriver =
V̂ 2

mod

Z0
(19)

where V̂mod is the rms modulation voltage.

D. Examples of Transmitter Energy Consumption

Table II provides some examples of energy consumption per
bit in the three types of transmitter illustrated in Fig. 7. The data
are presented for representative examples of 2010-era technol-
ogy. In addition, under the heading “target,” energy figures are
presented for representative future device performance that may
be achievable through aggressive improvements in technology
over the next 10–15 years. These target figures are speculative,
but help to identify the kinds of improvements in energy con-
sumption that may be achievable in the 2020–2025 timeframe.
The bit rate is taken to be 40 Gb/s for 2010-era technology and
100 Gb/s for the “target” column. It is possible that some de-
vices will operate at bit rates above 100 Gb/s in the 2020–2025
timeframe. At higher bit rates, the energy per bit figures may be
similar to or somewhat higher than at 100 Gb/s.

1) Electronics: The data in Table II include estimates of en-
ergy consumption of the key electronic circuits in transmitters:
MUXs and drivers. In making these estimates, it is important
to recognize the differences between state-of-the-art laboratory
results and commercial product designs. State-of-the-art lab-
oratory results often push devices to the limit of voltage and
temperature. On the other hand, commercial products need to
incorporate large safety margins on device operating conditions.
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Whilst speculative, the 2020 figures are not unrealistic given
the performance of laboratory devices today. For example, re-
cent demonstrations of an 8:1 MUX using 130-nm SiGe bipolar-
CMOS (BiCMOS) technology showed an energy consumption
of 10 pJ/b at a bit rate of 87 Gb/s [29], and an integrated 100-Gb/s
transmitter module using InP double-HBT (DHBT) consumed
15 pJ/b [30]. In contrast, a commercial 4:1 MUX [31] consumes
60 pJ/b at an aggregate bit rate of 60 Gb/s. Note that a full com-
parison of MUX technologies needs to take into account the
MUX ratio because it is not only the very high speed stages that
consume dissipated power. For example, a 40-Gb/s 4:1 MUX
[32] dissipates only 0.33 W, while a 16:1 MUX [32] (including
an SFI-5 framer interface) dissipates 2.8 W.

In Table II, we have selected an intermediate figure of 10 pJ/b
for 2010-era technology at 40 Gb/s. In this context, we note
that it is expected that the energy consumption for next gener-
ation 100-Gb/s BiCMOS [30] MUX/demultiplexer (DEMUX)
chipsets could be around 20 pJ/b [32]. High-speed electronic
device technologies are improving rapidly and it is not unrea-
sonable to anticipate that with future generations of silicon–
germanium (SiGe) technology that the energy consumption of
high-speed MUXs could be reduced to around 2–5 pJ/b. We use
a 2-pJ/b figure in Table II for the “target” energy consumption
for future MUX devices operating at 100 Gb/s.

In many current-day commercial optical transmitters and in
state-of-the-art laboratory demonstrations of advanced trans-
mitter circuits, the electronic drivers are often conventional
commercial RF amplifier with 50-Ω coaxial inputs and outputs
terminations. This kind of amplifier is convenient for labora-
tory demonstrations, but is not necessarily the most energy-
efficient solution. For example, the most energy-efficient circuit
for an externally modulated transmitter with a lumped modula-
tor would be a low-impedance driver (ideally � 50 Ω) located
in very close proximity to the modulator [see Fig. 8(a)].

A typical state-of-the-art wideband driver for 40 Gb/s sys-
tems, capable of delivering voltage swings of up to around 6 V
into a 50-Ω load [31] consumes about 2 W of supply power,
or about 50 pJ/b, which is much larger than either the laser or
the modulator. (Note that the energy consumed by the modula-
tor is supplied by the driver, so the driver energy can never be
smaller than the modulator energy). There is scope for consid-
erable reduction in this energy using advanced circuit designs,
such as distributed amplifiers. For example, a 180-nm CMOS
distributed amplifier with an output voltage swing of 1.6 V into
50 Ω has been demonstrated at 40 Gb/s, with an energy con-
sumption of 6.5 pJ/b [24] and a 50-Ω driver amplifier energy
consumption of 5 pJ/b is reported in [30] for a 100-Gb/s driver
using DHBT technology. In Table II, we have chosen 25 pJ/b as
representative of the energy consumption of today’s drivers.

Projecting into the future, the energy consumption of drivers
designed to drive 50-Ω loads will ultimately be limited by the
output voltage swing and the power conversion efficiency ηdriver
of the circuit. For example, a Class A driver amplifier incorpo-
rating a 50-Ω internal load and delivering a 3-V peak-to-peak
output voltage swing (dc coupled) into a 50-Ω load with an effi-
ciency ηdriver of 35% efficiency would consume around 600 fJ/b
at 100 Gb/s. This is the basis for our “target” figure in Table II
for driver energy.

For lumped EA modulators with low-impedance drivers, we
estimate the driver energy to be 100 fJ in the “target” column.
This is twice the 1/2Cmod(V p−p

mod )2 energy for the modulator
assuming a driver power conversion efficiency of 50%.

2) Directly Modulated Lasers: Vertical-cavity lasers
(VCSELs) have been reported with an energy consumption per
bit of 358 fJ at 35 Gb/s [33]. The most energy-efficient drive
source for a semiconductor laser is an amplifier with an output
stage that provides a current drive directly to the laser, which is
a low-impedance device. To minimize energy consumption, the
output stage should be integrated closely with the laser, with
no transmission line or 50-Ω resistors in the circuit. In [33],
the laser is biased at around 5 mA and the current swing of
the modulation signal at the laser is approximately 10 mA
peak-to-peak. If the output stage of an ideal current driver has
a supply voltage of 4 V, this would provide a voltage drop of
2 V across the output transistor and 2 V across the laser. The
power consumption of the final stage of the driver and the laser
would, therefore, be around 25 mW, or 570 fJ/b, and 358 fJ
of this energy is consumed by the laser and the remaining 212
fJ is dissipated in the final stage of the driver, as shown in
Table II.

In a comprehensive exploration of device requirements for
interconnects, Miller [20] discusses the possibility of reduc-
ing the energy per bit in directly modulated lasers to the 10-fJ
range. As pointed out in [20], nanocavity light emitters may
have potential here. Many challenges remain in the fabrication
of nanocavity light emitters, but recent theoretical studies have
suggested that modulation bandwidths of the order of 100 GHz
may be achievable at energies below 10 fJ/b [34].

3) Externally Modulated Lasers: The data in Table II for
externally modulated transmitters is based on a typical telecom-
munications grade DFB laser, with a threshold current of 10 mA
and a slope efficiency of 0.2 A/W. The laser is biased at
I laser = 30 mA and V laser = 2 V, and with an optical output
power of PCW = 4 mW. At a bit rate of 40 Gb/s, this corre-
sponds to an energy per bit of 1.5 pJ, and at 100 Gb/s the energy
is 600 fJ/b.

For a lumped EA modulator operating at 40 Gb/s, and a de-
vice capacitance of 180 fF and a modulation voltage swing of
around 3 V [21], the 1/2Cmod

(
V p−p

mod

)2
term is 800 fJ/b and the

VmodImod/Br term is 1.5 pJ/b. This latter contribution to energy
consumption is comparable with the other contributions and is

larger than the 1/2Cmod
(
V p−p

mod

)2
term. This VmodImod/Br term

is clearly an important contributor to the total energy consump-
tion, but is often ignored in the literature.

For a lumped modulator fed by a terminated 50-Ω transmis-
sion line, the 2 V̂ 2

mod/Z0Br term is 4 pJ at 40 Gb/s and 1.6 pJ at
100 Gb/s (depending on the details of the bias circuitry used).
The contribution of this term is the same for the E-O modulator
with Vmod = 3 V.

For a traveling-wave E-O modulator with a modulation volt-
age swing of 1 V, the energy dissipated in the resistive termina-
tion is 440 and 176 fJ/b at 40 and 100 Gb/s, respectively, and

the VmodImod/Br energy is approximately 500 and 200 fJ/b
at these modulation rates. The least energy-efficient EA mod-
ulator is a lumped modulator fed by a terminated transmission
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line. In this modulator, the total modulator energy (4.5 pJ/b) is
significantly larger than the laser energy (1.5 pJ/b).

There is some scope for future improvement in modula-
tor energy per bit for EA and E-O modulators, as indicated
in the “target” column of Table II. For lumped modulators
fed by low-impedance drivers, the energy consumption can
be reduced by reducing the device capacitance and reducing
the voltage. Recently, device capacitances as low as 11 fF
with 3 V switching voltages have been reported [35], which
corresponds to a 1/2Cmod

(
V p−p

mod

)2
term of 50 fF/b. There

will be challenges in interfacing low-impedance driver ampli-
fier to such a device, but we use this 50 fJ/b figure as our
“target” for the 1/2Cmod

(
V p−p

mod

)2
term under the expectation

that this will be possible by 2020. Nevertheless, as shown in
Table II, the VmodImod/Br term (600 fF/b) dominates over the
1/2Cmod

(
V p−p

mod

)2
term (50 fJ/b) for a device with a switching

voltage of Vmod = 3 V. This suggests that, depending on the
optical power level being used, future efforts to reduce the en-
ergy consumption of lumped modulators may be better directed
at reducing the switching voltage than at further reducing the
device capacitance.

In estimating the “target” energy for traveling-wave modu-
lators, we note that in principle the energy consumption could
be reduced by increasing the characteristic impedance of the
transmission line. But there is an upper limit on the charac-
teristic impedance because increased characteristic impedance
would tend to reduce the electric field in the active region as-
sociated with the modulation voltage. For these reasons, the
target figures for the 1/2Cmod(V p−p

mod )2 and 2 V̂ 2
mod/Z0Br terms

of Table II represent only modest improvements on 2010-era
technology.

The data in Table II for externally modulated transmitters
using E-O modulators uses the same laser as for the EA modu-
lator. The modulation voltage swing Vmod in E-O modulators is
typically around 3 V. Like the EA modulator, the “target” figure
for the V̂ 2

mod/Z0 term represents only a modest improvement
on 2010-era technology.

E. Optical Receivers

Fig. 9 shows circuit diagrams of three optical receiver con-
figurations. Fig. 9(a) and (c) are single-ended receivers and
Fig. 9(b) is a balanced receiver. The photodiodes in Fig. 9(a)
and (b) are connected to a transmission line with character-
istic impedance Z0 (typically 50 Ω) and are shunted with
an impedance-matching resistor RS . The transmission line in
Fig. 9(a) and (b) is terminated at the input of an electronic clock
and data recovery (CDR) and DEMUX circuit with a matched
input resistance Rin = Z0 . The CDR/DEMUX circuit may also
include A/D converters (ADCs). The configurations in Fig. 9(a)
and (b) enable the photodiode(s) to be located some distance
from the electronic components and to use a low-loss transmis-
sion line to convey the detected signal to the electronic circuitry.

The receiver circuit in Fig. 9(c) has no transmission line
and the photodiode is located in close proximity to the am-
plifier [36]. This amplifier is typically a low-input-impedance
transimpedance amplifier (TIA). The input resistance Rin of this

Fig. 9. Photodiode and bias circuitry of receiver front ends. (a) Single-ended
with transmission line connecting photodiode to CDR/DEMUX. (b) Balanced
with transmission line connecting photodiode to CDR/DEMUX. An optical
preamplifier (not shown) boosts the input optical power levels in (a) and (b). (c)
Single-ended with TIA and CDR/DEMUX.

amplifier is ideally � 50 Ω because this helps to minimize the
RC product and maximize bandwidth. The signal input voltage
to the electronic DEMUXs in Fig. 9 is Vin .

The photodiodes in Fig. 9 are all reverse-biased with a volt-
age VBias . If an EDFA preamplifier (not shown in Fig. 9) is
employed in front of the receivers in Fig. 9(a) and (b), it is
possible to achieve an input voltage swing V p−p

in of the order
of 0.5–1 V.1 This signal level is generally adequate to directly
drive a DEMUX or other circuitry [37], [38], thereby eliminat-
ing the need for a preamplifier. In receivers that incorporate an
electronic TIA [see Fig. 9(c)], an EDFA preamplifier may not be
required. The power consumption of the CR/DEMUX in Fig. 9
is PCDR/DEMUX and the power consumption of the electronic
TIA in Fig. 9(c) is PAMP .

If the responsivity of the photodiodes in Fig. 9 is �, the power
supplied by the bias circuit is as follows:

PBias = �VBias
(
P1 + P2

)
(20)

where P1 and P2 are the mean optical input powers incident
on the photodiodes. The peak-to-peak voltage swing V p−p

in is as
follows:

V p−p
in =

Rin�(Pp−p
1 + Pp−p

2 )
2

. (21)

1This mode of operation requires photodiodes with a high-damage threshold.
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where Pp−p
1 and Pp−p

2 are the peak-to-peak optical power
swings incident on the photodiodes.

If P1 = Pp−p
1 /2 and P2 = Pp−p

2 /2, it follows that

PBias =
VBiasV

p−p
in

Rin
(22)

V p−p
in = �Rin(P1 + P2). (23)

Note that for Fig. 9(a) and (c), Pp−p
2 in (21) and P2 in (23)

are set to zero.
The total power consumption Ptotal of the optical receiver

(excluding the power consumption of the CDR/DEMUX) is as
follows:

Ptotal = PBias + Ppreamp + PAMP

=
V p−p

in

Rin

[
VBias +

1
ηpreamp�

]
+ PAMP (24)

where Ppreamp = (P1 + P2)/ηpreamp is the power consumed
by the EDFA preamplifier and ηpreamp is the electrical power
conversion efficiency of the optical preamplifier. Note that for
Fig. 8(a) and (b), PAMP = 0, and for Fig. 9(c), Ppreamp = 0
if no optical preamplifier is used. Under these conditions, the
1/ηpreamp� term in (24) is set to zero.

To achieve an input peak-to-peak voltage swing V p−p
in of 0.5 V

in Fig. 9(a) and (b) with a bias voltage of 2 V, a responsivity of
0.73 A/W [38], a characteristic impedance of Z0 = 50 Ω, and an
electrical power conversion efficiency of ηpreamp = 1% (typical
of 2010-era technology), the total input optical power is (P1 +
P2) = 14 mW and the total power consumption of the receiver
is Ptotal = 1.4 W. If the electrical power conversion efficiency
of the optical preamplifier could be improved to around 10%,
the power consumption of the receiver would drop to Ptotal =
157 mW. At a bit rate of 100 Gb/s, this corresponds to a bias
circuit and preamplifier energy consumption of 1.6 pJ/b.

The receiver in Fig. 9(c) would typically be operated without
an optical preamplifier and with an input optical power level that
is 10–20 dB less than the 14-mW figure in the previous example.
At this low-power level, the V p−p

in Vbias/Rin term in (24) would
be one to two orders of magnitude smaller, or less than 200 μW.
Therefore, the power consumption of the TIA dominates
the total power consumption. A typical 2010-era commercial
40-Gb/s TIA consumes approximately 145 mW (3.6 pJ/b) [39]
and a laboratory demonstration of a TIA incorporating automatic
gain control (AGC) and operating at 40 Gb/s in 90-nm CMOS
has achieved an energy consumption as low as 1.9 pJ/b [40].
A CDR is included in the chip and consumes an additional
1.2 pJ/b [40]. Our “target” energy consumption for a TIA at
100 Gb/s is 0.5 pJ/b.

High-speed CDR/DEMUX circuits typically consume con-
siderably more energy than MUXs because a larger proportion
of the circuit operates at high speed [32]. For example, in [41], a
laboratory 100 Gb/s, 1:2 InP HBT-based 1:2 DEMUX consumed
10–30 pJ/b, and in [42], an InP DHBT-based CDR integrated
with a 1:2 DEMUX at 100 Gb/s consumed 21 pJ/b. DEMUX
circuits with higher demultiplexing ratios (e.g., 1:4, 1:8, and
1:16) consume considerably more energy than a 1:2 DEMUX.

TABLE III
ENERGY CONSUMPTION IN OPTICAL RECEIVERS

In addition, as data are demultiplexed to lower bit rates, there
are more parallel electronic channels, albeit at lower bit rates.
This highlights the fact that there is considerable energy con-
sumption in the receiver and transmitter electronics at circuit
levels removed from the high-bit-rate circuits. We will address
this issue in more detail in Section V.

The data in the previous paragraphs are summarized in
Table III, which shows the dominant contribution to power con-
sumption for each circuit—the optical preamplifier and bias
circuit contributions in Fig. 9(a) and (b), and the TIA contribu-
tion in Fig. 9(c). In calculating the figures in Table III, we have
made the fairly optimistic assumption that the power conversion
efficiency of the optical preamplifier can be improved to around
25% by 2020.

V. ENERGY LOSSES AND OVERHEADS

A. Lower Bounds Compared to Energy in Commercial Systems

In Section III-B, we have shown that the lower bound on
amplifier energy consumption is approximately 50 fJ/b in a
1000-km amplified system with a 100-km repeater spacing.
Table II shows that the lower bound on energy in a 2010-era
externally modulated laser transmitter is about 60 pJ/b (domi-
nated by the MUX and driver). Similarly, Table III shows that the
lower bound on energy consumption in a 2010-era high-speed
transimpedance optical receiver is about 34 pJ/b (dominated by
the CDR/DEMUX). Therefore, the lower bound of the total en-
ergy consumption for a 2010-era 1000-km system is around 90
pJ/b (dominated by the transmitter).

It is instructive to compare the lower bound figures in the
previous paragraph with the energy consumption data for a typ-
ical commercial system, as shown in Table I. It turns out that
the 90-pJ/b lower bound figure in the previous paragraph for a
1000-km system is about 8% of the 1.1-nJ/b energy consumption
in the typical commercial systems. Similarly, the lower bound
on total energy consumptions in the optical amplifiers is about
0.01% of the 600 pJ/b consumed by the amplifiers in the typical
commercial system.

Why would there be such a large difference between the lower
bounds obtained here and the data for commercial system? There
are a number of good reasons: 1) today’s optical amplifiers have
power conversion efficiencies of the order of only 1% [11] and
typically include a number of control and management functions
that consume additional power; 2) transceivers in commercial
systems include a number of additional processing circuits,
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Fig. 10. Model of energy overheads in subsystem.

such as supervisory, management, and control circuitry; and 3)
commercial systems available on the market do not necessarily
use the latest generations of technology and keep the operating
envelope of semiconductor devices well away from regions,
where performance is optimized, but reliability is degraded.

B. Modeling Inefficiencies and Overheads

To model the difference between the ideal lower bound on
energy consumption in a network subsystem and the energy
consumption in a real subsystem, we introduce the concept of
subsystem efficiency. Fig. 10 illustrates the flow of energy in
a subsystem (or system). The subsystem in Fig. 10 is, in gen-
eral, a WDM subsystem, operating with k wavelengths. It could
be any part of a communications network, including, for ex-
ample, a single optical amplifier, an amplifier chain, an optical
transmitter, a receiver, or a repeater.

The total input energy per bit period ETotal into the subsys-
tem is the sum of two components: Efunction and Eoverheads .
Efunction is the energy per bit period required to perform the
key active function of the subsystem and Eoverheads is the en-
ergy per bit period consumed by ancillary functions that are not
essential to the key function, but are required in order for the
subsystem to operate. The power Poverheads consumed by the
overhead ancillary functions is related to the overhead energy
per bit period by Eoverheads = Poverheads/Br .

If the subsystem is an optically amplified link, Efunction
includes the energy consumed by the optical amplifier pump
lasers. This energy increases with the optical signal level and
with the number of wavelengths k. Eoverheads includes the fixed
energy consumed by ancillary functions, such as temperature
controllers, device monitoring and operational signaling, as well
as supervisory and management circuitry.

The ideal lower bound on energy required to perform the key
active function of the subsystem per wavelength is Emin . In
practice, Efunction will be larger than the ideal value of kEmin
due to losses, inefficiencies, and other nonideal behavior. For
example, in an optically amplified link, these include inefficien-
cies in the pump lasers, coupling losses, and nonunity spon-
taneous emission factor nsp . In addition, dispersion penalties
and system margins may require the optical power level to be
set at a larger value than the absolute minimum required for

a specified bit rate, and sophisticated coding/decoding circuits
are required if the system performance is to approach the Shan-
non bound. In the model in Fig. 10, this nonideal behavior is
accounted for by the efficiency factor ηfunction . The minimum
energy Emin for the function is related to Efunction by the rela-
tionship Efunction = kEmin/ηfunction .

The combined effects of the inefficiencies and the energy
overheads can be encapsulated in terms of an overall subsystem
efficiency parameter ηsubsystem . This parameter describes the
overall efficiency of the subsystem in terms of the total input
energy and the lower bound on energy for the key function, and
is defined as follows:

ηsubsystem =
kEmin

ETotal
=

1
η−1

function + (Poverheads/BrkEmin)
.

(25)
We now return to the comparison between the theoretical

lower bound Emin for optical transceivers and optically ampli-
fied links, and real-energy consumption figures for 2010-era op-
tical amplifiers (see Table I). In commercial optical transceivers,
ηsubsystem is around 1–10%, and in commercial optical line am-
plifiers, ηsubsystem is around 0.1–1%. It is difficult to estimate
how much energy in commercial equipment is consumed by
losses and inefficiencies, and how much is consumed by over-
heads because manufacturers generally do not publicly disclose
information about the power consumption profile of their prod-
ucts. However, we estimate for typical commercial optical am-
plifiers operating with k = 40 wavelengths that ηfunction ∼<2%,
and Efunction and Eoverheads are roughly equal in magnitude.
Similarly, we estimate that in 2010-era commercial transceivers
ηfunction <20%, and Efunction and Eoverheads are also roughly
equal in magnitude.

An important conclusion is that most of the energy in current-
day transport systems is consumed in losses, inefficiencies, and
energy overheads. Therefore, a key strategy in reducing the en-
ergy consumption of transport systems will be to reduce energy
overheads and improve other losses and inefficiencies.

VI. MODULATION FORMATS AND ENERGY EFFICIENCY

Spectrally efficient modulation formats, such as DP-QPSK
and QAM will play an important role in future transport sys-
tems [43]. It is therefore important to consider the impact of
modulation formats on the lower bound on overall energy ef-
ficiency of transport systems. The modulation format impacts
upon the energy consumption of the transmitter and receiver
and also the energy consumption of the optical amplifiers. In
this section, we consider the influence of modulation format on
energy consumption in optical transceivers and optically ampli-
fied links.

In our analysis of the impact of modulation formats on energy
efficiency, we consider the three different domains of operation
identified in Section III-C. These three domains are as follows.

1) The total system length or the repeater spacing is less than
moptLstage . In this domain, the minimum overall energy
per bit is dominated by the transmitters and receivers.
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2) The repeater spacing is more than moptLstage . In this
domain, the minimum overall energy per bit is dominated
by the optical amplifiers.

3) The total system length is equal to moptLstage , or the
repeater spacing is equal to moptLstage . In this domain,
the contribution of the transmitters and receivers to the
minimum overall energy consumption is equal to the con-
tribution of the optical amplifiers.

A. Energy Dominated by Optical Transmitters and Receivers

As shown in Section IV, two key factors influence the driver
energy: the number 50-Ω electrical ports on the modulator(s)
and the modulator switching voltage. Transmitters with spec-
trally efficient modulation formats generally require multiple
modulator drive ports, thereby increasing the energy consump-
tion. However, this increase may be offset to a degree because
the symbol rate on these ports can be lower than the bit rate of
the transmitter, and modulators operating at lower bit rates can
be designed to operate at lower switching voltages [25].

For example, DP-QPSK, which operates with 4 bits per sym-
bol, can be generated using a four-port modulator scheme [44].
The symbol rate of the drive signals on each of the four-
modulator ports is one-quarter of the aggregate transmitted
bit rate. It is possible, in principle, to use a modulator that
is optimized for this lower symbol rate and operates at a lower
switching voltage. Thus, depending on the modulator voltage,
the lower bound on total energy per transmitted bit consumed
by the modulators may less than for an OOK modulator operat-
ing at the same bit rate. Note that DP-QPSK requires four drive
amplifiers, while OOK requires one drive amplifier.

To provide a concrete example of energy consumption associ-
ated with spectrally efficient modulation formats, we focus here
on a QAM transmitter and receiver. This modulation format re-
quires a coherent optical receiver, but the optical transmitter is
more energy efficient than a DP-QPSK transmitter.

QAM transmitters with high-spectral efficiency can be con-
structed using a dual-drive modulator using the circuit config-
uration in Fig. 7(c) [45]. According to (19), the energy per bit
required to drive the modulator is as follows:

Ebit,mod = r
Pdriver

Br
=

rV̂ 2
mod

BrZ0
(26)

where r = 2 is the number of ports on the modulator. Note that
Ebit,mod in (26) is independent of the symbol rate because Br

is equal to the symbol rate times the number of bits per symbol.
There is some difference between the V̂ 2

mod term in QAM and
OOK or BPSK due to waveform differences between binary and
multilevel modulation. However, the energy consumption of a
QAM driver and modulator is about twice that of the modulator
for an OOK transmitter or a BPSK transmitter.

A receiver for QAM typically employs a local oscillator, an
array of balanced photodiodes (possibly combined with two
TIAs) followed by two ADCs [45]. Following the analysis in
Section IV-E, it is expected that the energy consumption of
the receiver will be dominated by the TIAs and the ADCs.
Therefore, the receiver energy consumption for QAM is larger

than that of an OOK or BPSK receiver. Following this reasoning,
the total transmitter/receiver energy per bit ETX/RX ,QAM in a
QAM system is likely to be larger than for OOK or BPSK.

B. Energy Dominated by Optical Amplifiers

When the repeater spacing is more than moptLstage , the en-
ergy consumption is dominated by the optical amplifiers. The
minimum amplifier energy is given by (6) and is proportional
to the SNR per bit SNRbit . This term is strongly dependent on
the modulation format and increases by about 2 dB for each
doubling of the constellation size M . Therefore, SNRbit for
16-QAM is about 4 dB larger than for DPSK, and in 64-QAM,
it is about 8 dB larger than for DPSK. The net result is that
the energy per bit is correspondingly increased by 4 and 8 dB,
respectively. The benefit obtained in return for this reduction
in energy efficiency is an increase in the spectral efficiency of
approximately four times or more.

C. Optimum Repeater Spacing

When the repeater spacing is optimized to minimize the over-
all energy consumption, the overall (optimized) energy con-
sumption per bit per unit transmission distance is given by (13).
According to (13), this optimized energy consumption is propor-
tional to

√
SNRbitETX/RX . If, as discussed in aforementioned

Section VI-A, ETX/RX for a QAM system is about twice that
for an BPSK system, then for a system with optimum repeater
spacing, the energy per bit in a QAM system is approximately√

2 SNRbit larger than an optimized BPSK system. From this,
we deduce that in an optimized system, the energy consump-
tion for 16-QAM would about 3.5 dB larger than for DPSK,
and in 64-QAM, it would about 5.5 dB larger than for DPSK.
These increases in energy consumption are indicative only and
clearly depend on the actual energy consumption of the BPSK
and QAM transmitter and receiver.

D. Commercial Systems

We need to stress that the results in the previous paragraphs
apply to ideal systems with zero energy overheads. The results in
Section VI-A–C show that at the ideal theoretical lower bound
on energy in systems with high-spectral efficiency is not as
low as systems with low-spectral efficiency. However, we now
show that this is not necessarily the case in current commercial
systems. The reason for this is that commercial systems exhibit
large energy overheads.

Consider a system in which k wavelengths per fiber, each
carry data at bit rate Br . The number of fibers is f and the total
number of wavelengths is ktotal = f ·k. According to (25), the
total energy consumption ETX/RX of the system per bit per
wavelength is as follows:

Ebit =
Etotal

ktotal

=
EAMP-min

ηamp
+

ETX/RX

ηTX/RX
+

BrPoverheads,TX/RX

ktotal
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+
fBrPoverheads,AMP

ktotal
(27)

where f is the number of fibers in the system, Poverheads,TX/RX
is the overhead power consumption in all optical transmitters
and receivers, and Poverheads,AMP is the overhead power con-
sumption in all optical amplifiers.

In 2010-era systems, the two overhead terms on the RHS
of (27) are large. In particular, the Poverheads,AMP term on the
RHS of (27) can dominate the energy consumption. Note that
this term is proportional to the number of fibers because ex-
tra amplifiers are needed as additional fibers are added to the
system. Therefore, minimum energy consumption is achieved
by minimizing the number of fibers and amplifiers. Therefore,
in today’s transport systems, there is an energy-efficiency in-
centive to employ spectrally efficient modulation formats and to
maximize the utilization of the optical fiber. If Poverheads,AMP is
reduced in future generations of amplifier, or if the transmission
distance is short, the Poverheads,TX/RX term can dominate in
(27). Under these circumstances, from a strict energy-efficiency
point of view, there is no need to achieve high spectral efficiency.
As shown earlier, if the first two terms on the RHS of (27) dom-
inate, high spectral efficiency is in fact disadvantageous from a
strict energy-efficiency point of view.

VII. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

We have identified the lower bound on energy consumption
in optically amplified transport systems and have shown how
this bound scales with transmission distance. The lower bound
is limited by the number of optical amplifiers required in the
system and their energy consumption. In turn, the number of
amplifiers depends on the system length, the ASE in the optical
amplifiers and by the sensitivity of the optical receiver. In de-
termining the lower bound on energy consumption in transport
systems, it is necessary to consider the energy of the optical
transmitters and receivers used in the end terminals and in inter-
mediate repeaters. While advanced modulation formats, such as
QAM provide high-spectral efficiency, they are generally less
energy efficient at the ideal limit than simple modulation for-
mats, such as OOK. However, in practical 2010-era systems,
with large energy overheads in the amplifiers, high-spectral ef-
ficiency can help to improve overall energy efficiency.

Aside from improvements in current-day technologies, there
are two approaches that may possibly enable a reduction in the
energy consumption to figures that are smaller than calculated
here. One approach would be through a reduction in fiber loss,
enabling fewer amplifiers to be used. The lower bound scales
with the fiber loss coefficient α. Therefore, a reduction in the
lower bound by an order of magnitude would require the fiber
loss to be reduced from 0.2 to 0.02 dB/km. This low loss is
beyond the capabilities of silica fibers.

A second approach for reducing the lower bound would be
to use coding to enable the receiver sensitivity to approach the
Shannon limit. However, the additional energy used in the re-
quired coding circuitry may overwhelm any benefits. Future
generations of very low energy electronic devices may eventu-
ally enable coding to become a viable method for improving the
energy efficiency of optical transport systems.

We have shown that overall energy consumption can be mini-
mized by optimizing the spacing of repeaters in optically ampli-
fied systems. The optimum repeater spacing for minimum en-
ergy consumption is typically on the order of several thousands
of kilometers. As technologies improve, the optimum repeater
spacing for minimum energy consumption will approximately
10 000 km. For transport systems with lengths that are less than
this optimum repeater spacing, it is clearly desirable to minimize
the number of instances, where signals are converted between
optical and electrical formats.

Because optical transmitters and receivers are limited princi-
pally by the electronic component technology used to drive the
optical components, it is difficult, if not impossible, to define
a fundamental lower limit on transmitter/receiver energy con-
sumption. However, we have estimated some aggressive target
figures for future transmitters and receivers.

The focus of this paper has been an analysis of the theoretical
lower bounds on energy in transport systems. The difference
between these ideal lower bounds and the actual energy con-
sumption in commercial systems today can be accounted for
in terms of inefficiencies and energy overheads. These arise at
many levels in typical transmission systems, from inefficiencies
at the device level in optical amplifier pump lasers and their
cooling systems, at the circuit level in the tradeoff of efficiency
for speed in high-speed electronic circuits used in transmitters
and receivers, and at the system level in terms of multiplexing
and management overheads. A key strategy in reducing the en-
ergy consumption of optical transport systems will be to reduce
these inefficiencies and overheads.
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